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Data Protection: 
Managed Backup  
for Office 365

Many Canadian enterprise organizations are experiencing the benefits of moving their critical communication platforms 
to cloud-based email services like Office 365. The Office 365 cloud platform offers organizations collaboration and 
communication services that are secure and robust at a predictable monthly fee.

Retiring legacy infrastructure and application licensing means that you can avoid those costly expenditures and your 
staff can bypass the daily distraction of maintenance and support required to keep the lights on. Instead, they can 
concentrate on improving your customer satisfaction, your strategic differentiators, and your bottom line.

Ensuring the email data you are storing in Office 365 is secure and readily accessible for restoring information and files 
quickly and easily is a requirement for any organization in a heavily regulated industry.

Offsite data protection for Office 365 data:
The OnX Office 365 Backup Service is a cloud-based solution targeted to protect critical Office 365 email including 
mailbox data and OneDrive for Business. OnX provides full management of the backup process to ensure your data is 
being protected as well as giving end-users the ability to retrieve their data from an easy to use self-service portal.

Backup from Office 365 to an OnX localized environment or to Microsoft Azure ensures you maintain a reliable history of 
your email data that can easily be searched and stored for long periods of time. Restoring email files is quick and simple 
and is accessible 24x7 from any device through a user-friendly online interface. 
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Data protection services that work:
You can rely on the trusted and certified experts at OnX to ensure the essential email data your organization is 
generating is secured safely in transit and at rest and can be retained for as long as you require. Talk to us today about 
how OnX can ensure your Office 365 data is protected and always available.


